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Develop the best education in the 
world and make it universally available.

MISSION

Use assessment technology to lower barriers 
and increase opportunities for English language 

learners everywhere.

MISSION



 
● Old normal, new normal, & the pandemic 

● Digital-first assessments: an overview

● Introducing a theoretical ecosystem of frameworks

● Computational models & algorithms for test development 

● Examples

OUTLINE



 Old Normal, New Normal, & the Pandemic

● Educational assessments (Old Normal) are redefined by 

○ Global events (Pandemic)
Technology mediated life

○ Technology, AI 

● Core competencies to match the New Normal:

● The New Normal has been coexisting with the Old Normal for a while: 

“The future is already here. It’s just not evenly distributed yet” — 
attributed to W. Gibson 4

Reading, Writing and 
Arithmetic

Digitally-mediated,
Interactive, Collaborative, 

Interpersonal Skills



 Meet Digital-first Assessments

● Digital
○ Digitally-mediated construct
○ Designed with computational models and AI-algorithms in mind while
○ Evidence-centered 
○ Valid & reliable

● Integrated
○ Fluid infrastructure
○ Integrative frameworks
○ Integrated (automatic) tools

● Test-taker experience (TTX)
○ Anytime, anywhere 
○ Online testing with remote proctoring



AI & SME: A Key Partnership for Digital-first Assessments

Item Development Administration Scoring

OER | SMEs       | Taxonomy Adaptive |          Proctored +AI Analytics/QC |          SMEs

AI ALGORITHMS

Theoretical & Psychometric 
Framework

Computational Psychometric 
Models

Psychometric Framework

   Design & Evaluation

Test taker experience at the core of every decision

“The union of opposites, in so far as they are really complementary, always results in the most 
perfect harmony; and the seemingly incongruous is often the most natural.” Stefan Zweig



A Theoretical Ecosystem for 
Digital-first Assessments
Burstein, J., LaFlair, G., Kunnan, A.J., & A. von Davier (2021). A Theoretical 
Assessment Ecosystem for a Digital-First Assessment — The Duolingo English
Test. Duolingo Research Report DRR-21-04: 1-32.





Expanded 
evidence-centered design 
(e-ECD)
Arieli-Attali, M., Ward, S., Thomas, J., Deonovic, B., & Von Davier, A. A. (2019). The expanded 

evidence-centered design (e-ECD) for learning and assessment systems: A framework for incorporating 
learning goals and processes within assessment design. Frontiers in psychology, 10, 853.



                                                    

       

  e-Proficiency     e-Evidence e-Task

e-Assembly 
model

Task Support model

Task model

Transitional-evidence 
modelKSA-change model

KSA model

SWRL+intra/interp
ersonal+pragmatic 
data evidence 
measures

Computational 
Psychometrics: 
statistical and 
machine 
learning models

Test-taker 
KSA 
proficiency 
models

Observational-evidence 
model

e-ECD

LA Design 
Framework



Computational 
Psychometrics
von Davier, A. A. (2017). Computational psychometrics in support of collaborative educational assessments. 
Journal of Educational Measurement.



computational psychometrics

Computational 
Psychometrics: 
statistical and 
machine learning 
models

LA  Design 
Framework



Computational Psychometrics Framework
● Psychometrics-centered: psychological & educational measurements 

○ Reliability, validity, fairness, and generalizability
○ Extended beyond summative tests to learning processes, school & career navigation

● Theory-based: modern conceptualization of the construct
○ Interdisciplinary 
○ Framework-based: evidence-centered design, holistic frameworks such as SAIL (Northeastern 

Univ)

● Data-driven: large-scale, high-dimensional, real-time data
○ Data sources: cognitive, process, demographic, ancillary data
○ Examples: big data, process data

● Algorithm-empowered: adaptive, computationally efficient
○ Functional alignment between the inner and outer systems
○ Interactivity and feedback 



Integrative Framework

Computational psychometrics 
is a blend of theory-driven 
psychometrics & machine 
learning methods used to 
measure latent abilities 
in real time.

HOW

Telemetry

Cognitive, Learning, & Psychometric Models

Feature extraction

Higher-level constructs



 Digital-first Test Development
● An ecosystem of theoretical frameworks:  e-Evidence-centered Design, 

Computational psychometrics, etc
○ Holistic (SEL, formative)
○ Adaptive & personalized (test & feedback & recommendations)
○ Valid & reliable & impactful

● Driven by test takers’ experience (TTX)
● Automatically generated (AI +SME) 
● Iterative
● Integrate a digital-facet into any measurement 

○ From language testing to STEM 
○ Game & simulations

■ but also chatbots and AR/VR



Design & Iteration for Item Development



Example:
Duolingo English Test



 Duolingo English Test is a Digital-first Assessment
● Digital-first 

○ Embedded in a digitally-mediated theoretical ecosystem
○ Designed with computational models and AI-algorithms end-to-end
○ Valid & reliable

● Integrated
○ Fluid infrastructure
○ Integrative frameworks (computational psychometrics)
○ Integrated (automatic) tools

● Test-taker experience (TTX)
○ Anytime Anywhere 24/7/365
○ Online testing with remote proctoring  (SMEs + AI)
○ Flexible & Affordable



 Democratizing Access to Education! 

Scalable
● Uses automatic item generation=> Huge item pools => Secure test content
● Uses online testing with remote proctoring: Tech + AI & Human proctors for the 

administration => high security test admin
● Uses Automatic scoring => speedy score reporting
● Employs Automatic quality assurance => AQuAA

(Analytics for Quality Assurance in Assessment)
● It’s a CAT => efficient and accurate



Sub-Headline
2019

Fit for Global Disruption: 
Duolingo English Test Volume



Duolingo English Test
Research-based, Evidence-centered, Valid, Efficient, & Predictive



expert-written
test items

1000s of pilot 
administrations

psychometric 
analyses

final pool of 
test items

Traditional test development

time-consuming & expensive!

Example 1



A Paradigm Shift in Test Development
pilot test data used to estimate abilities and difficulties:

item responses then determine ability/score for new tests:

We “bypass” 
this using AI + 

SMEs for 
design & 

development & 
evaluation



Evidence-based Test Design & Development
in a Computational Psychometric Framework



● Annotations by 
SMEs

● ML-alignment
● Data-based 

regular updates
● FaB review by 

SMEs 

● Duolingo Scale

● CEFR (Common 
European 
Framework of 
Reference)

10

40

70

100

130

160

A1
“break

through”

A2
“waystage”

B1
“threshold”

B2
“vantage”

C1
“advanced”

C2
“mastery”

BASIC INDEPENDENT PROFICIENT

greetings
describing people

likes + dislikes
food + drink

understand complex
+ abstract texts

can argue viewpoints

Test design & construction



● A high-stakes assessment is a fine-tuned system
● Ensure that expected quality standards at all the stages of the 

test (Allalouf, 2007) and provide context and affordances for 
adjustments if undesirable trends are detected

● To integrate and monitor the components in the test validity 
framework 

       Automatic  Quality Assurance for Assessment

Test security Domain 
description Scoring Generalization Explanation Extrapolation Utilization Fairness

Example 2



27

Difference?Import data from 
database

Calculate 
statistics

Visualize the metrics with 
plots and dashboard

● On a regular basis 
(e.g., Daily/Weekly) AQuA

 AQuAA: A Research-based automatic monitoring system
Liao et al. (2021)

Intermediate 
data files

SMEs Review & Evaluation



● An example: Differential item functioning (DIF) 

AQuA supports test validity How

Logistic Regression 
Analysis

Visualize with 
AQuA Fairness and Bias Review

DIF flag, 
DIF direction

Yes

Is the item 
biased?

Retain the 
item

Revise/Retire 
the item

NoDIF: Persons from one group answer an item 
correctly more often than equally knowledgeable 
persons from another group (Zumbo, 2007)



Conclusions
● Digital-first tests are here to stay
● A paradigm shift for the assessment industry
● DfT are in sync with the societal changes 
● Meet the standards for high-stakes tests 

● The Duolingo English Test is a rigorous test : 
○ Reliable
○ Valid 
○ Secure
○ Efficient
○ Accessible
○ Comparable with other tests

● It illustrates the blend of AI & psychometrics for the best TTX!



thanks! Questions?
avondavier@duolingo.com

We’re hiring!
careers.duolingo.com


